Gaussian mixture model-based segmentation of MR images taken from premature infant brains.
Segmentation of Magnetic Resonance multi-layer images of premature infant brain has additional challenges in comparison to normal adult brain segmentation. Images of premature infants contain lower signal to noise ratio due to shorter scanning times. Further, anatomic structure include still greater variations which can impair the accuracy of standard brain models. A fully automatic brain segmentation method for T1-weighted images is proposed in present paper. The method uses watershed segmentation with Gaussian mixture model clustering for segmenting cerebrospinal fluid from brain matter and other head tissues. The effect of the myelination process is considered by utilizing information from T2-weighted images. The performance of the new method is compared voxel-by-voxel to the corresponding expert segmentation. The proposed method is found to produce more uniform results in comparison to three accustomary segmentation methods originally developed for adults. This is the case in particular when anatomic forms are still under development and differ in their form from those of adults.